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ABSTRACT
Code-switching arises when a (typically multilingual) speaker
changes language during an utterance. This linguistic phenomenon causes problems for automatic speech recognition
as the models are typically monolingual. In this work, we
present a code-switching evaluation scenario for GermanEnglish that is created by resegmenting the German Spoken
Wikipedia Corpus. Since these articles span a wide variety of
(often technical) topics, they include a lot of borrowing and
code-switching phenomena. The resulting corpus consists of
around 34 hours of intra-sentential switches. We investigate
end-to-end approaches using both monolingual and multilingual automatic speech recognition as well as language
modeling to address the code-switching scenario. Results
suggest that multilingual sequence-to-sequence approaches
are to be preferred for code-switching thanks to the power of
the attention mechanism. The segments are made available to
the community as a benchmark.
Index Terms— Automatic Speech Recognition, CodeSwitching, German, Multilingual, Benchmark
1. INTRODUCTION
The number of multilingual people in the world continues to
grow [1]. Code-switching (CS, sometimes also referred to as
code-mixing) is the use of elements from more than one language in the same utterance, such as in the German-English
‘Für HEAVEN’S Willen!’ (‘For HEAVEN’S sake!’) and is a
vital and widespread form of language use in bilingual speakers. The production of code-switches can be influenced by the
properties of the words and the spoken context, typically more
technical or international, and by the speakers’ relative proficiency in both languages. This phenomenon poses a significant challenge for automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems.
We are interested in general in ASR for German and
specifically Swiss German. Switzerland is a multilingual nation with four recognized national languages. German is the
most widely spoken language, spoken by 5 million people
or 63.5% of the population. Switzerland’s linguistic communities are connected to specific territories; there exist towns

with one official language where the neighboring town has
a different one. Proficiency in the non-native national languages varies, and in recent years English is becoming the
main foreign language taught in schools in many cantons.
This is also due to globalization and the presence of more
foreign companies in the big cities. The concomitant impact of English on German gives rise to the study of English
code-switching in German.
On a syntactic level, code-switching is divided into intrasentential and inter-sentential units. Typical examples of
intra-sentential switches are phrasal elements from the embedded language (English) that occur in a matrix language
(German) sentence as in Berlin sei eben ‘the place to be’,
erklärt ein Banker (‘Berlin is just the place to be, says a
banker’). Inter-sentential code-switching, on the other hand,
can be defined as grammatically complete English sentences
which are added as non-obligatory clauses to a German sentence or occur outside the textual space of a German sentence,
as in ‘When in Rome, do as the Romans do.’ Dieses englische Sprichwort drückt eine Binsenweisheit aus (‘ “When in
Rome, do as the Romans do”. This English proverb expresses
a truism’). Due to the larger acoustical variations of mixed
languages within utterances, intra-sentential code-switching
is much more difficult for an ASR system [2]. In this study,
we report on the development of a German-English codeswitching corpus based on the German Spoken Wikipedia
Corpus (SWC) [3]. SWC is a large collection of speech data
read by volunteers covering a broad variety of Wikipedia topics. Owing to the encyclopedic nature of the articles and the
diverse range of technical and scientific topics, they include
a large amount of borrowing and code-switching phenomena. The word-level alignment provided in this corpus allows
us to extract segments with intra-sentential English codeswitching and develop an evaluation scenario that can be
used as a benchmark for research on code-switching speech
recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2, introduces related work on code-switched ASR systems. Sec.
3, describes our German-English code-switching corpus and
the data used for system development. The benchmark experiments are presented in Sec. 5 with conclusion in Sec. 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Unfortunately, due to the lack of available resources for English code-switching in German, there are very few studies
in the literature. In [4], a German-English code-switching
speech dataset was collected and studied; however, the domain and the quality of data is very limited (a digitized
version of original audio recording collected from Germanspeaking Jewish refugees in 1993). There are several corpora
with English as the embedding language and either Mandarin [5], Spanish [6], Hindi [7] and Cantonese [8] as the
matrix language, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no
reported corpus for German.
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) of an intra-sentential
code-switched utterance is challenging and there is very little work on end-to-end (E2E) ASR [2]. Prior work mainly
uses hybrid ASR systems such as [9, 10]. However, by the
recent progress in E2E automatic speech recognition, they
are becoming increasingly popular while achieving promising results on various ASR benchmarks [11, 12]. Since E2E
ASR enables lexicon-free recognition, it has an advantage
over the traditional hybrid system, especially for German
which is characteristically highly inflected with a large vocabulary [11]. The main approach, in this case, is to train a
single bilingual acoustic-language model for both languages.
However, if the two languages do not have much in common,
it may not be the best option for achieving the best performance in each language. It has been shown in [2, 13] that
language identification (LID) can be beneficial in identifying
the English code-switching in Chinese utterances. In [2] they
separately trained a LID to directly adjust the posteriors of
the multilingual E2E Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) model with the posteriors of the LID. Similarly, in
[14] the authors highlight the importance of using language
identification in the Mandarin-English code-switching scenario. In [2] the authors argue that an encoder-decoder based
model cannot work well for code-switching scenarios as the
output of the decoder depends on the previous outputs and
that a CTC model is more desirable owing to the output independence assumption. In more recent work, [15] proposes
a multi-encoder-decoder (MED) transformer architecture
with two language-specific symmetric encoder branches and
corresponding attention modules in the decoder. The authors
showed that this framework can exploit the discrimination between the mixed languages, and alleviates the code-switching
training data scarcity problem.
3. DATA
3.1. Evaluation
We develop a corpus for English code-switching in German,
a 34h transcribed speech corpus of read Wikipedia articles
which can be used as a benchmark for research on code-

switching1 . The articles are read by a large and diverse group
of people. The code-switching speech segments are extracted
from the German SWC [16, 3], perhaps the largest corpus of
freely-available aligned speech for German. It contains 1014
spoken articles read by more than 350 identified speakers
comprising 386h of speech. In SWC, since most of the articles are long, the recordings submitted by the volunteers are
also long (∼54min) on average. These audio files are manually annotated at word-level and also segment level in XML
format. We use a language identification tool [17] to detect
code-switching in the transcription of the audio files with consecutive indices2 . To extract intra-sentential code-switching
segments, we ensure that the detected code-switching is preceded and followed by German words or sentences. The final
set consists of 34h of speech data and 12,511 code-switching
segments. Apart from this, we also use a different set by
extracting segments from SWC with no code-switching. This
set contains 77h of speech data and 50,069 segments and
is useful for comparison and benchmarking. Moreover, we
report system performance on the German evaluation set of
the Common Voice (CV) corpus [18] which is a multilingual
collection of transcribed speech data collected and validated
using crowdsourcing. The test set contains 25h of speech data
from 4,378 individuals as 15,341 utterances.
3.2. Acoustic Model
For system development, we used different speech corpora.
Compared to, say, English, there are relatively few speech
corpora available for German. Fortunately, some efforts have
been made recently to collect and contribute such resources
for sustainable research [3, 19, 18, 20]. The M-AILABS
resource was distributed by Munich Artificial Intelligence
Laboratories3 under a non-restrictive license and comprises
hundreds of hours of speech audio in nine different languages
taken from non-professional audio-books of the LibriVox
project4 . We also use the LibriSpeech corpus [21] which is
part of the LibriVox project [19] with 460h of clean English
speech data. VoxForge5 is also another open speech dataset
in various languages that was set up to collect transcribed
speech from participant under uncontrolled conditions. Table 1 provides more information on the corpora used for our
system development.
3.3. Language Model
Unlike a large amount of monolingual data available to train
a language model, transcribed code-switching data necessary
1 https://www.idiap.ch/en/dataset/code-switching
2 We observed that the word-level alignment is not provided for every
word
3 https://www.caito.de/2019/01/the-m-ailabs-speech-dataset
4 https://librivox.org
5 http://www.voxforge.org

Table 1. Statistics on the training speech data used for system
development.
Corpus

Lang Dur(h) Segments Speakers

Common Voice

EN
DE

695
314.9

435, 909
196, 404

15, 883
2, 818

VoxForge

EN
DE

91.9
56.8

68, 701
41, 371

2, 707
111

M-AILABS

EN
DE

142
233.6

69, 505
118, 385

4
−

LibriSpeech

EN

460

132, 553

2, 484

for training is hard to come by. In this work, we aim at analyzing the effect of the language model on ASR in a CS
scenario. To achieve this, we use different text corpora with
CS sentences and without it. Table 2 provides some statistics on these corpora. Due to the diverse topics in the German
Wikipedia corpus6 , it includes lots of code-switching and borrowing words from English. We used a language identification tool [17] to extract CS sentences from the Wikipedia corpus that results in 2.8M German sentences. We subtract this
from the Wikipedia corpus to analyze the effect of CS text on
the performance of ASR. To avoid overlap with the evaluation
scenario, all the articles used in the SWC have been removed
from the Wikipedia text corpus. In addition to Wikipedia,
we also used news articles from the monolingual language
model training data used in WMT187 . It includes German text
crawled from online news in 2017, with the markup stripped
out and sentences shuffled.
Table 2. Statistics for the amount of training data used in language modeling. The number of sentences, words and distinct
words (case-insensitive) is reported.
Corpus

Sentences Words Distinct words

Wikipedia without CS
Wikipedia with CS
News

12.1M
2.8M
39.0M

499M
115M
603M

5.6M
1.3M
4.1M

4. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
We use wav2letter++, an ASR framework designed from the
outset to support end-to-end paradigms [22] which is now
has consolidated into Flashlight 8 . It supports several end-toend approaches including sequence-to-sequence models with
attention (Seq2Seq) [12] and Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [23]. Unlike the Seq2Seq approach, CTC
does not use any specific decoder network and makes a conditional independence assumption. The model assumes that
6 https://dumps.wikimedia.org
7 http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/translation-task.html
8 https://github.com/flashlight/flashlight

every output is conditionally independent of the other outputs
given the input. Although this seems to be a shortcoming,
it makes it more desirable for CS scenarios as the current
output step does not explicitly rely on previous outputs. To
be able to test this hypothesis, we conduct experiments using both Seq2Seq which has an encoder-decoder architecture,
and CTC using the same encoder architecture. The network
architecture is based on time-depth separable (TDS) convolution blocks [11]. In [24], it was shown that this TDS convolution block generalizes much better than other deep convolutional architectures and requires fewer parameters to train.
This generalization is mainly due to some form of regularization, including dropout, label smoothing [25] and subword
regularization [26, 11]. Subword-level ASR systems outperform both the character and word-level ones in the absence
of a lexicon. We incorporate the unigram language model
[26], which is a probabilistic approach to generate multiple
subword segmentation. This in turn is essential for subword
regularization as to improve the generalization and robustness
of the ASR system to segmentation error [27]. For the encoder network, we use 12 TDS blocks with dropout and kernel size of 21×1 in three groups and set the number of channels in each group to (10, 14, 18) resulting in 39M parameters. We use a key-value attention [11] mechanism and an
encoder of dimension 512. The model is trained using both
CTC and Seq2Seq criteria using gradient descent. We also
use 80-dimensional log-mel features, computed with a 25ms
window and 10ms frameshift.
We select the best transcription by leveraging both the
posteriors of an acoustic model (AM) and the probability of
a language model (LM). We train multiple n-gram subword
language models on different text corpora as described in Section 3.3 using the KenLM toolkit [28]. We use a lexicon-free
beam-search decoder which utilizes a word separator which
is predicted as a normal token and can also be part of a token
to split the sequence of tokens into words. Therefore during training, there is no notion of words. The decoder uses
a 6-gram subword LM to provide LM log-probability scores
accumulated together with AM scores for a one-pass beam
search decoding. We tune the language model weight on a
validation set for each evaluation scenario. The validation set
is designed as a small subset (10%) of the evaluation set.
5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1. Acoustic Model
The first experiment is designed to test the hypothesis that
CTC can perform better than Seq2Seq in handling CS scenarios due to the conditional independence assumption on the
output. We train a monolingual as well as a multilingual
German-English system using each technique. For this experiment, we use the German news dataset to train a 6-gram
subword LM. The results are given for different evaluation

sets in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of CTC and Seq2Seq models trained
on both monolingual and multilingual speech data in terms of
WER(%) on different evaluation sets. The LM is trained on
German news articles and the perplexity for each set is also
reported.

Evaluation LMppl
CS
SWC
CV

105
72.1
52.1

Monolingual

Multilingual

CTC Seq2Seq

CTC Seq2Seq

33.2
23.9
18.7

30.6
23.5
17.9

32.8
22.7
17.9

28.5
21.6
15.1

The results indicate a higher LM perplexity in the CS scenario compares to the others. This is mainly due to the lack
of CS sentences in news articles and a different context with
that of Wikipedia articles read in SWC. A multilingual model
not only does not hurt the recognition of German utterances
but also results in performance improvement in all scenarios.
Knowledge transfer from English can be a good explanation
for this. The Seq2Seq model obtained better performance
compared to CTC. This is not expected due to the conditional
independence assumption on the output [2]. However, this
can be described by the power of the attention mechanism in
the Seq2Seq model and maybe the high similarity of English
as an embedding language to German rather than Chinese as
reported in [2]. We observe a relative improvement of 13% in
the CS scenario and more improvement of 15.6% in CV using
the Seq2Seq technique.

5.2. Language Model
Language modeling in a CS scenario mainly suffers from the
lack of adequate training material, as CS rarely occurs. In
[29], it has been shown that incorporating CS text in the training of LM is beneficial in reducing WER in the CS scenario.
CS text could either be generated automatically using a recurrent neural network (RNN) or by translating text from the
embedded language to the matrix language. In this experiment, we want to test this hypothesis, but by using natural CS
text from the Wikipedia corpus. We use the Wikipedia corpus
both with CS sentences and with no CS sentences. Table 4
presents the results. From the results, it is clear that by incorporating CS text data, we can enrich the LM by lowering
the perplexity in the CS set from 55.9 down to 42.1 and, as
a result, improve the ASR performance by 3.4% relative. We
also observe that using CS sentences in language modeling
does not hurt the German speech recognition but also results
in some improvement in CV set; perhaps as a result of data
augmentation.

Table 4. ASR performance on different evaluation scenarios
using multilingual ASR models with the Seq2Seq criterion.
We report results using LMs trained on Wikipedia with and
without CS. The language model perplexity is also reported.
No LM

Without CS

With CS

Evaluation WER(%) LMppl WER(%) LMppl WER(%)
CS
SWC
CV

32.7
25.0
22.9

55.9
41.5
36.2

26.4
19.8
13.7

42.1
40.6
32.6

25.5
20.0
13.1

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we introduce a benchmark dataset for English
code-switching in German based on the Spoken Wikipedia
Corpus. We also describe several techniques to improve the
acoustic and language modeling of a code-switching ASR
system. The sequence-to-sequence criterion provides superior performance to CTC in our benchmark experiments.
Incorporation of code-switching text in language modeling
provides a significant gain in ASR performance in a codeswitching scenario. Exploring various methods to improve
the LM either by generating code-switching sentences or
translating English text to German as data augmentation
techniques would be among future work to improve ASR in
code-switching scenarios.
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